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Proton Availability

Daily Operation

- Set up p-pbar store in Tevatron, ...

- Produce more antiprotons, and 

drive the neutrino program

! time line governed by 15 Hz 

Booster operation

- 7 Booster pulses to MI every 2.2 s

! 5 for NuMI

! 2 for pbar production

- Off-load pbars to Recycler ~every hour

- Spare pulses to miniBooNE

- 1 pulse to SY120 occasionally...
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NuMI/NOvA, after Run II

Following Run II, the NOvA experiment will ultimately 

require 12 Booster cycles per MI cycle

20  15-Hz Booster cycles (1.333 sec) per NOvA cycle

Booster has been upgraded to perform at this level; if can run “flat 

out” at 15 Hz, leaves up to 8 Booster cycles for “other program(s)”

Continued Booster upgrade program being 

performed to achieve full 15 Hz operation

Proton Beam

Figure 4.2: A schematic illustration of the timeline for 15 Hz Booster batches in the NOνA
era. NOνA proton batches are shown in red, Mu2e in blue. Twelve Booster batches are
stacked in the Recycler and then transferred all at once to the Main Injector, eliminating
the loading time and increasing protons to the NuMI line. Six of the eight unused Booster
batches available while the Main Injector is ramping are sent to the Antiproton Accumula-
tor, three at at time, where they are stacked and bunched and then sent to the Debuncher
Ring.
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Proposal to Search for µ−N → e−N with

a Single Event Sensitivity Below 10−16

Mu2e Experiment

Fermilab
October 10, 2008

Proposals

To date, two experimental collaborations have  

submitted proposals to Fermilab PAC:

- Mu2e has been given “Stage I Approval”

! Project being formed, seeking CD-0 from DOE

- New g-2 is still under consideration

! Polishing the cost estimate; will present                           

to the Fermilab PAC again in November

The New (g − 2) Experiment:

A Proposal to Measure the Muon Anomalous Magnetic Moment

to ±0.14 ppm Precision

New (g − 2) Collaboration: R.M. Carey1, K.R. Lynch1, J.P. Miller1,

B.L. Roberts1, W.M. Morse2, Y.K. Semertzidis2, V.P. Druzhinin3, B.I. Khazin3,

I.A. Koop3, I. Logashenko3, S.I. Redin3, Y.M. Shatunov3, Y. Orlov4, R.M. Talman4,

B. Casey5, J. Johnstone5, D. Harding5, A. Klebaner5, A. Leveling5, J-F. Ostiguy5,

N. Mokhov5, D. Neuffer5, M. Popovic5, S. Strigonov5, M. Syphers5, G. Velev5,

S. Werkema5, F. Happacher6, G. Venanzoni6, P. Debevec7, M. Grosse-Perdekamp7,

D.W. Hertzog7, P. Kammel7, C. Polly7, K.L. Giovanetti8, K. Jungmann9,

C.J.G. Onderwater9, N. Saito10, C. Crawford11, R. Fatemi11, T.P. Gorringe11,

W. Korsch11, B. Plaster11, V. Tishchenko11, D. Kawall12, T. Chupp13,

C. Ankenbrandt14, M.A Cummings14, R.P. Johnson14, C. Yoshikawa14, André

de Gouvêa15, T. Itahashi16, Y. Kuno16, G.D. Alkhazov17, V.L. Golovtsov17,

P.V. Neustroev17, L.N. Uvarov17, A.A. Vasilyev17, A.A. Vorobyov17, M.B. Zhalov17,

F. Gray18, D. Stöckinger19, S. Baeßler20, M. Bychkov20, E. Frlež20, and D. Počanić20
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Mu2e

• Production: Magnetic mirror reflects !’s into 
acceptance

• Decay into muons and 
transport to stopping 
target

• S-curve eliminates 
backgrounds and sign-selects

• Tracking and 
Calorimeter

Pictures from G4Beamline/MuonsInc

incoming 

8 GeV protons

4 m ! 0.30 m

10 m ! 0.95 m

Al Nucleus
~4 fm

µ-  in 1s state
µ-  stops in thin Al foil

the Bohr radius is ~ 20 fm, 
so the µ-  sees the nucleus

(bound lifetime 

is ~864 ns)

if µ converts into an e, then is 

“ejected” with a very specific 

energy  (~105 MeV)
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Pulsed Beam Structure for Mu2e

• Tied to prompt rate and machine: FNAL near-perfect

• Want pulse duration <<       , pulse separation !

• FNAL Debuncher has circumference 1.7µsec !

• Extinction between pulses < 10-9  needed 

•  = # protons out of pulse/# protons in pulse

• 10-9 based on simulation 
of prompt backgrounds
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g-2 Experiment at BNL

B. L.  Roberts,  Fermilab , 3 September 2008 - p. /68

µ

the anomaly

the moment consists of 2 parts

Dirac + Pauli moment

or

Summary of µ
S

QED predicts a

B. L.  Roberts,  Fermilab , 3 September 2008 - p. /68

µ

Inflector

Kicker 
Modules

Storage
ring

Central  orbit

Injection orbit

Pions

p=3.1GeV/c

!"#$%&'$()*+,-$./(&01$

• Muon polarization
• Muon storage ring
• injection & kicking
• focus with  Electric Quadrupoles
• 24 electron calorimeters 

R=711.2cm

d=9cm

(1.45T)

Electric Quadrupoles

(thanks to Q. Peng)

xc ! 77 mm

! ! 10 mrad

B"dl ! 0.1 Tm

xc

R

R !

Target

25ns bunch of       
5 X 1012 protons 
from AGS
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The New g-2 Experiment: FNAL

Performed at BNL,  funding ran out but not the physics

- 3" difference between theory / measurement seen at BNL

3.09 GeV/c is “magic momentum” where the precession of the 

muon’s spin will be purely due to magnetic fields, not electric 

fields; use 8.9 GeV/c proton beam infrastructure at Fermilab

So, requires a special ring, with very pure dipole field -- 1 ppm

- move the existing ring from BNL to Fermilab

Fermilab has potential of many more protons/sec for g-2:

- use “spare” Booster cycles at Fermilab injector complex

- 4 Tp/pulse * 6/20 pulses * 15 Hz * 107 s/yr = 1.8 x 1020/yr
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Time Line of Events

While Mu2e is already approved, if New g-2 is also approved it would 

likely come on line first

Mu2e beam scenarios were studied first, and will be presented here first

Upon studying proposed operating scenarios, looking for similarities 

and potential overlap

FY08 FY09 FY10 FY11 FY12 FY13 FY14 FY15 FY16 FY17 FY18

Tevatron

Tevatron Decommissioning Cold Standby Decommissioning

PBar for mu2e for mu2e

Proton Plan

Booster Neutrino Beam MicroBooNE

MiniBooNE Analysis Analysis

SciBooNE Analysis Analysis

MicroBooNE CD-0/1 CD-2/3 CD-4 Analysis Analysis

NuMI MINERvA NOvA

MINOS Analysis Analysis Analysis

MINERvA CD-3b CD-4 Analysis Analysis Analysis

NOvA CD-2 CD-3a

DUSEL Beamline CD-0 CD-1 CD-2 CD-3a

DUSEL Detector CD-0 CD-1 CD-2 CD-3a

Project X CD-0 CD-1 CD-2 CD-3a

g-2
Mu2e CD-0 CD-1 CD-2 CD-3a

Color Codes

Fully Operating

Standby/Decommissioning

Construction

R&D
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Mu2e Baseline Beam Proposal 

Experiment “cycle” time of 667 ms

- 3 Booster batches fed into Accumulator ring

! form single bunch -- 1.2 x 1013    (!!)

- transfer bunch into Debuncher ring; phase rotate to form 

~30-40 ns (rms) bunch; slow extract

repeat twice during single 1.333 s NOvA cycle

- NOvA uses 12/20*15 Hz cycles = 9 Hz

- Mu2e would use 6/20*15 Hz cycles = 4.5 Hz

! Note: 18x1012 p/sec (18 Tp/s) on average (25.7 kW @ 8.9 GeV)
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and Recycler

Beam Transport from Booster

inject into

“Accumulator”

transfer into

“Debuncher”

extract to Mu2e

transport through

empty Recycler

make connection

to pbar transport lines
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Mu2e Operating Scenario:  Proposal

- Inject/stack beam into 

Accumulator, form single 

bunch, and transfer to 

Debuncher for slow spill

- In principle, w/ 4x1012 (4 Tp) 

per Booster batch,  Mu2e 

receives 18 Tp/s on target, 

1.8x1020 in 107 s.

- 15 Hz Booster assumed

- Does not affect NOvA 

operation 

- Will require improved safety 

mitigation for “pbar” rings

Proton Beam

Figure 4.2: A schematic illustration of the timeline for 15 Hz Booster batches in the NOνA
era. NOνA proton batches are shown in red, Mu2e in blue. Twelve Booster batches are
stacked in the Recycler and then transferred all at once to the Main Injector, eliminating
the loading time and increasing protons to the NuMI line. Six of the eight unused Booster
batches available while the Main Injector is ramping are sent to the Antiproton Accumula-
tor, three at at time, where they are stacked and bunched and then sent to the Debuncher
Ring.
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Proton Beam

Figure 1.4: The left figure shows a conceptual schematic of momentum stacking. On the
right is shown a simulation of the capture and momentum stacking of four Booster batches.

1.4 Resonant Extraction

Resonant extraction is a well established technique to extract beam slowly from a
synchrotron. It involves moving the tune of a circulating beam close to harmonic
resonance, such that beam becomes unstable and migrates to high amplitude. Gener-
ally, the high amplitude particles are intercepted by an electrostatic septum, in which
the field is produced by a very thin wire plane, followed by a Lambertson magnet ap-
proximately 90◦ later in betatron phase. In practice, two types of resonant extraction
have been widely used:

• Half integer resonance, in which the tune is moved near ν = m/2, where m is an
odd integer. The resonance is driven by a set of properly phased quadrupoles.
Octupoles are then excited to produce an amplitude dependent separatrix.

• Third integer resonance, in which the tune is moved near ν = m/3 (ν not
integer). The resonance is driven by properly phased sextupoles. The separatrix
is controlled through tune variation and sextupole strength.

In principle, either (or both) could be used in the Debuncher. Historically, Fer-
milab has chosen half-integer extraction for a variety of reasons; however, we will
choose third integer because the existing working point of the Debuncher is close to
a third integer resonance, and because there is much more experience with third in-
teger resonant extraction worldwide. Also, interesting techniques are currently being
developed to increase the efficiency of third integer extraction, which we might hope
to exploit [?].

5

Bunch Formation -- Mu2e Proposal

momentum stack in Accumulator

form single bunch; x-fer to Debuncher

phase rotate, re-capture

40 nsec bunch, !p/p ~ 0.8% (rms)

Figure 5: Accumulator + Debuncher bunching and phase-energy rotation. The beam is 
first adiabatically bunched in the Accumulator using an h=1 rf system (0 to 6 kV), then 
transferred into the Debuncher where it is phase-energy rotated (40 kV)and then bunched 
at h=4 (250 kV) . 
 
 

  
A: initial debunched beam.   B: After adiabatic bunching in Accumulator. 
 
 

 
C: After φ-E rotation in Debuncher  D: After h=4 bunching in Debuncher. 

Energy
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Resonant Extraction

Once beam is in the Debuncher, “slow” spill 

over next 10-600 ms (depending upon scenario)

- Mu2e receives  ~3-8 x 107 protons  every 1.7 µs

Resonant Extraction

- adjust betatron tune to be near 

rational value

- use feedback to control rate of 

particle extraction

generic example...

septum

                            position

divergence
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Mu2e Beam Line

Design work proceeding, utilizing existing 

“stub” in ring tunnel as the final exit point

Work in progress

H

H

V

V

V

V

dump

Plan:

Elevation:

Extinction 

insert here

not to scale!

Debuncher

Debuncher

V
V V

V
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The g-2 Baseline Proposal

Deliver same average rate (18 x 1012/s) to 

target as Mu2e, also over 6 Booster cycles, 

every NOvA cycle    (conservative -- could be 8 cycles)

- here, though, operates “per Booster cycle”

! generate 4 bunches in the Recycler  --   takes about 

30 ms to perform

! transfer one-at-a-time to g-2 Ring, every 10 ms   --     

all within one Booster cycle

- Note:  bunches ~30 ns (rms) in length, ~ 1012 each
(similar bunch length req’s as in Mu2e)
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g-2 Proposal Operational Scenario

Generate 4 “mis-matched” bunches in Recycler that phase rotate in 20 ms; extract 

one every 10 ms toward pbar rings

Target at AP0 target hall; use pbar rings as 1-pass “decay channel” for pions; 

accumulate muons in g-2 ring

"

#

AP0      g-2 Ring
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Simulations*

*C. Bhat and J. MacLachlan

8 MeV

Broadband:    4 kV

2.5 MHz:      80 kV

5.0 MHz:      16 kV
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Rotate into 4 Bunches

Extraction of the 1st Bunch

continues to tumble

in phase space
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RMS ∆p
p in the Recycler vs. time [s]

The four maxima are at the times the bunch widths are mini-

mum. The interval is one half of a synchrotron oscillation pe-

riod, ∼ 12 ms. The∆p/p is about 0.8 % full width. Therefore,

if the effective ε" in the Booster is much larger than the 0.07

eVs assumed, the momentum aperture of the Recycler could

become a concern, but there is nearly 50 % headroom with

the parameters used.

Time in Booster cycle (s)

rm
s 
!

p
/p

Momentum Spread vs. Time

turn on 2.5MHz 

and 5 MHz systems

broadband 

system only

extract at

these times
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g-2 Experiment Building

!

FIG. 20: Location plan of the new g-2 experimental hall.

The exact location of the building south of AP0 will be determined by the final design of

its connection with the beam transport line. The beam line will need to emerge vertically

from the tunnel containing the AP3 line and make a roughly 90◦ horizontal bend into the

experiment building.

G. Environmental Assessment

As noted previously, the average particle delivery rate to the g-2 target would be

18 Tp/sec. At 8 GeV kinetic energy per proton, this translates to approximately 27 kW

beam power onto the target station. Present day antiproton production operation utilizes

two Booster batches of 4 Tp every 2.2 sec at a particle energy of 120 GeV, which corre-

sponds to approximately 67 kW beam power onto target. Thus, the activation of the target

hall and beam lines leading up to it is expected to be well below present day levels. This

should also be expected of the beam delivery from the target into and out of the rings and

back to the AP0 region through the existing beam lines since this will be performed as a

single-pass beam transport using DC magnetic elements. Once designed, the final layout of

the connecting region between the AP3 beam line and a new g-2 experimental hall will need

52

Shim plateThrough bolt

Iron yoke

slot

Outer coil

Spacer Plates

1570 mm

544 mm

Inner upper coil

Poles

Inner lower coil

To ring center

Muon beam

Upper push!rod

1394 mm

360 mm

FIG. 23: Cross sectional view of the “C” magnet.

coils along with its lifting rig. The cost for the entire air crane operation at both ends of

the barge voyage was quoted at $380K.

For the purpose of this proposal, it is assumed that the coils will be transferred from BNL

to FNAL. While this provides an upper limit to the overall cost estimate of approximately

$1.1M (without contingency) to transfer the coils, the price to re-fabricate the coils and

cryostats at Fermilab needs to be explored. Given that the price to construct the cryostats

and wind the coils originally totaled $2.3M in 1990 dollars, it is unlikely to be advantageous

to consider rebuilding them. There is also a secondary advantage in utilizing a barge in that

the steel from the magnet yoke can be delivered to and from the same barge for a significant

savings compared to shipping overland.
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FIG. 25: A 2-dimensional multipole expansion of the azimuthal average of the field measured with

trolley probes with respect to the central field value of about 1.45T. The multipole amplitudes are

given at the aperture of the 4.5 cm radius storage aperture.

with refined shimming with programmable current loops, it improved the field homogeneity

and thus reduced the uncertainty associated with our knowledge of the muon distribution

that existed for our 1998 and 1999 results.

The addition of a plexiglass port and mirror setup to the storage ring before the 2000

data collection started, allowed us to precisely position the trolley shell at the location

of a plunging probe without breaking the vacuum. It thus allowed us to make a relative

calibration of the trolley probes with respect to the plunging probe during the data collection

periods in 2000 and 2001, in addition to the calibrations made before and after each period.

Improvements in the alignment of the trolley rails throughout the storage ring and im-

provements in the trolley drive mechanism allowed us to measure the field with the trolley

more often during the 2000 and 2001 data collection periods. Furthermore, we upgraded the

readout of the trolley position in the storage ring before the data collection period in 2001

to reduce the uncertainty in the measurement of the average central field with the trolley.

Additional study of the trolley frequency, temperature, and voltage response resulted

reduced uncertainties for the 2000 and 2001 results.
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New building

New beam line from AP0 

target hall

E821 magnet, etc.

FIG.22:A3DengineeringrenditionoftheE821muonstoragering.Muonsenterthebackof

thestorageringthroughafield-freechannelatapproximately10o’clockinthefigure.Thethree

kickermodulatorsatapproximately2o’clockprovidetheshortcurrentpulse,whichgivesthe

muonbunchatransverse10mradkick.Theregularlyspacedboxesonrailsrepresenttheelectron

detectorsystems.

IslandSound,shippingthemthroughtheSt.LawrenceSeaway,andintotheGreatLakes.

FromLakeMichigan,thebargecantravelviatheCalumetSAGchanneltoapointnear

Lemont,ILthatminimizesthedistancetoFermilab.Fromthere,thecoilscanbeairlifteda

secondtimetothelaboratory.Thetotalshippingcostforthewatertransportisestimated

at$700K.

Oneadvantageoftheproposedroute,istheproximityofmajorexpresswaysbetweenthe

bargeandthelaboratories.OnLongIsland,theWilliamFloydParkway,andinIllinois,

I-355toI-88,provideflightpathsthatavoidairspaceoverresidentialorcommercialareas.

EricksonAir-Cranehasbeencontactedforaninitialcostestimateandconsultationon

feasibility.Thecompanyisaninternationalspecialistinheavy-liftapplications,andtheir

S-64aircranehasa25,000lbloadcapacity,whichisenoughtotransfertheheaviestofthe
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proposed siting:
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Mu2e:  High Bunch Charge

Space Charge will be an issue in this scenario...

- For N particles uniformly distributed about the ring,

- Include “bunching factor”:

- Thus, expect at “design parameters”:

∆νs.c. =
3r0N

2εγ2(v/c)
=

3 (1.5× 10−18)(1.2× 1013)
2 (20π × 10−6)(9.52)

≈ 0.005

B ≈ 1700 nsec
40 nsec ·

√
2π
≈ 17

∆νs.c. ≈ 0.1
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Extraction w/ space charge

The Space Charge Effect in Slow Extraction by Third Integer 
Resonance 

Yu.Senichev,V.Balandin 

Institute for Nuclear Research of RAS, 

60-th October Anniversary prosp., 7a, Moscow, 117312, Russia 

1 INTRODUCTION 

With the development and construction of high intensive 

beam accelerators and storage rings more and more atten- 

tion is being focussed on the problem of the self-field ef- 

fect of accelerated particles on the stability of their motion. 

This problem endures second birth, which connected with, 

on the one hand, requirement to know more exactly the 

parameters of beam and on other hand, with more power- 

ful computers for an investigation. At first the analytical 

methods were used in mainly, among which the equations 

of Kapchinsky and Sacherer take significant place. They 

gave necessary information about the envelope of high in- 

tensive beam with the elliptical distribution. As far as 

the improvement of computer technology, the new numer- 

ical methods have being developed for the solution of the 

motion and Poisson equations. However, up to right now 

one run of a modern full dimensions code for ring with 

some hundreds of elements takes hundreds hours, what 

makes impossible to optimize the lattice, Many authors 

synthesize the real tracking with fixed elliptical distribu- 

tion, when the second moments of density are changed 

only[l]. Apparently this approach is correcting for the re- 

mote resonance system. III the case of being in resonance 

and even passing through resonance, the elliptical symme- 

try of distribution can be violated. In the paper [2] we 

studied the passing through half-integer resonance under 

different initial distribution with elliptical symmetry, and 

we have find the different behavior of hallo for each case. 

Moreover, the change in time of the second moments de- 

pends on, what kind of distribution is used. 

In this paper we study the excitation of the third integer 

resonance at high space charge for the slow extraction. We 

are interested, how to realize the isolated resonance under 

significant nonlinearity due to space charge. 

2 THE CODE DESCRIPTION 

It is obviously the third integer resonance changes the dis- 

tribution significantly, in which it is difficult to recognize 

the elliptical distribution. We developed and use the four 

dimensional code for the solution of the motion and the 

space charge equation together. The motion equation are 

solved in the Hamilton’s form. The Hamiltonian of sys- 

tem is represented in the common form for the curvilinear 

coordinates: 

e*dx, Y) 
H = (l$ hz)[$ + $I+ (1+ hr) moc2rp2 - 

&A&, y) - &A.&t Y), (1) 

where A,,, 9,, - the vector and the scalar potential of the 

space charge field and A,, -the vector potential of the ex- 

ternal field. It is assumed here, that the transverse cur- 

rents are absent: 

A,, = ;Q,,(l + ha), (4 

where u is the longitudinal velocity equal for all particles. 

The vector potential of the external field has components 

up to the octupole inclusive: 

2.&A”“(x’y) = hx + (K + h$ - K$ + 

:(x3 - 32~7 + ;(z4 - 6x2y2 + y4) (3) 

The Poisson equation is solved on the grid with the metal- 

lic boundary: 

v2*,c(x, Y) = ;P(x, Y) (4) 

For the rectangular boundary we use the FFT method for 

Poisson equation solution. However, there is the option 

for the arbitrary shape of the boundary, which uses the di- 

rect method of the matrix transformation of the equations 

system written in finite elements. The input coefficient for 

the code, which defines the space charge parameters and 

the beam energy, is K: 

7I(A) 
K = 4 * lo- P3r3 

In this representation the Laslet linear shift of frequency 

equals: 

FOR 
AvL = 0.25 + 107K- 

2%lu 
(6) 

The output TWISS file of MAD, which describes the lat- 

tice parameters, is used as input file of the code. The figure 

1 shows the typical screen picture, which gives the visual 

information in interactive regime about distribution in all 

planes, losses and the tunes in the horizontal and vertical 

planes. 

3 THE NUMERICAL RESULTS 

As example we consider Ering lattice of the TRIUMF 

Kaon Factory project, where the sextupoles are used for 

1233 

Figure 1: The third integer resonance picture at the inter- 

active regime 

the third-integer resonance excitation in the horizontal 

plane. The extender ring has a racetrack lattice with two 

straight sections, one of which provides beam the ertrac- 

tion. Both straight sections have zero dispersion function 

due to special supressors on the arcs. The adjustment 

of the quadrupoles gives the tune near the integer+l/J . 

The influence of the metallic walls on the beam is inves- 

tigated by changing of the vacuum chamber size. Figures 

2 a,b show the phase portraits of the beam in resonance 

under different significance of the current: a)Avt=O.Ol, 

b)Avl=0.03, c)Av~=O.06 and d)AvL=O.l. Every time 

the quadrupoles are set for tune near 10+1/3.From these 

figures one can see, how the space charge acts on the ori- 

Figure 2: The phase portraits of the beam at a)AvL=O.Ol, 

b)AvL=0.03, c)A~~=0.06 and d)Ahvl=O.l 

entation and the shape of the triangular separatrix. The 

tails of triangular “star” becomes more wide and with in- 

creasing of current we observe at first s-bending and then 

disappearance of each tail . It is interesting, keeping the 

total tune on fixed value 10.33, the process of triangu- 

lar separatrix arising due to the third integer resonance is 

changed then by the process of the separatrix smearing due 

to space charge. It has periodical character.The periodic- 

ity of the exchanging each by other depends on the current 

intensity. Due to the smearing the momentum spread of 

particle in the region of the preseptum magnet became 

more, than the preseptum magnet make itself, what cases 

the losses on septum magnet. So C.Ohmori observed the 

periodical changing of the extracted beam in paper[J]. 

4 HIGH ORDER NONLINEARITY 
COMPENSATION 

So we should compensate the nonlinearity space charge 

action, in order to increase the beam current threshold of 

the slow extraction. We suppose, the scalar potential is 

described by the function: 

WC, y, a) = ~amn(3)zmy”, 
*In 

(7) 

Since we study the system with one isolated resonance in 

x plane only, we can remain in the potential expression all 

members with n=O only: 

m 

The smooth approximation ( = az gives: 

d2t 
@ + u,“t = -$(i:’ + Fe,), 

2 

(8) 

where we assume the length of sextupoles L, and the oc- 

tupoles L, is much less, than the circumference 27rR of the 

ring: 

S 0 
Fez = $8 (w*t2 + ,f@)@y, 

F,, = ~c~,,,~(6)rn~~+~~-~, 
m 

r,(e)= &[1+2~cosP81 (12) 
P 

LJ(S)=&[1+2~cospe] (13) 
P 

a,0 = a,o+~apcosp9 

P 

(14) 

Let’s represent the solution of this equation in the standard 

form of Bogolubov and Metropolsky: 

(= a,cosJI(15 
1234 

EPAC94

Phase space distortions in the 

presence of space charge, 

near third-integer resonance, 

can be very significant
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Mu2e Extinction

Need extinction at level of  10-9

Internal -- what do we start with?

- during bunch formation, how do particles 

get left behind?

- after bunch formation, how do particles 

access the “gap”?

External -- what is our last resort?

- AC dipole system
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Internal Extinction

here, !$rms ~ 1o

0.1o   more typical

illustration only

(for dramatization)

- utilize scrapers at 

high momentum 

dispersion locations 

to catch particles 

before they escape 

bucket...

Let’s assume some noise sources...
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Internal Extinction

here, !$rms ~ 1o

0.1o   more typical

illustration only

(for dramatization)

- utilize scrapers at 

high momentum 

dispersion locations 

to catch particles 

before they escape 

bucket...

momentum scrape:  |dE/E| = xmax/D

Let’s assume some noise sources...
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External Extinction

ac

ac

“Extinction Insert” within 

the beam line design
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Extinction Insert Concept

“AC dipoles” kick 

out-of-synch 

particles into 

collimators

Likely wish 2-stage 

collimator system

design insert as 

part of transport 

line between 

Debuncher and 

experiment

(from the Proposal)
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Extinction Monitoring

Proton Synchrotron Radiation at Fermilab 
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Fermi National Accelerator Lab, P.O. Box 500, Batavia, IL 60510 
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Joint Effort:  gating of a PMT system

group of interested parties forming

- accel and detector

- collaborating with Osaka group

- Examining also:

- quartz crystal detector; MCP

- Can use collaborators here!
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Integration into a Common Program?

Both (all) 8 GeV programs assume a 15 Hz Booster

Injection into Recycler ring from MI-8 line required for both 

programs; will use same system delivered by NOvA project

Could use single Recycler RF “system” for both Mu2e / g-2

- g-2 is somewhat less demanding on bunch length, “extinction”

Could use a single Recycler extraction kicker system

- very little (if any) additional cost to convert the g-2 system (4 pulses/BooCyc) to 

Mu2e operation (1 long pulse/BooCyc)

- Note:  Transfer kickers necessary in DEB/ACC for Mu2e have similar 

requirements as does Recycler extraction kicker for g-2

Can gain experience with Recycler RF and extraction using g-2 

before the more demanding Mu2e comes on line
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Possible Schedule Scenario

Begin to construct g-2 building (new civil); bring g-2 ring to FNAL

Run II ends -- shutdown begins

- tie-in g-2 building with beam line (new civil), cryo to bldg, etc.

- reconfig Recycler, beam lines, AP0 target area; remove aperture 

restrictions from Debuncher/Accumulator, etc.

Run g-2 while building Mu2e beam line and experimental hall (civil)

Shutdown the complex following g-2 to tie-in Mu2e beam line to the 

DEB/ACC rings

Commission / run Mu2e
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Summary

Mu2e is approved for Fermilab, becoming an actual project; g-2 seeking 

approval, presently “scrubbing” its cost estimate

Both use “extra” pulses of Booster during NOvA era

- similar beam requirements -- intensity, bunch length, etc.

Much on-going work to do:  beam optics, scenario development, beam tests 

of extraction techniques, bunch formation, extinction measurements, ...

With coordinated effort, can minimize costs to both experiments

Could give smooth, continuous program following completion of Run II

- g-2 accel efforts could be “tune up” leading to Mu2e

Could pave way for other experiments and/or R&D efforts using facility

- kaon program, muon cooling experiments, targeting R&D, ...
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